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1. Introduction 

This document is provided in support of the planning application to build one adult baseball/softball 
combination field and one adult softball field at Hough End Playing Fields, Manchester, M20 1HD in 
compliance with technical guidance.  

This Statement explains the aspirations for the project and provides structures and justification 
illustrating the need for the facility.  

The document outlines the design and access implications of the proposal. It also briefly analyses the 
characteristics of the site and surrounding area and it should be read in conjunction with the 
associated planning drawings and supporting documents which accompany the application.  

2. Background  

Manchester is a priority city for BaseballSoftballUK’s baseball and softball development plans. 
BaseballSoftballUK (BSUK) has employed full time staff responsible for the city and NW region since 
the mid-2000s. There is a vibrant slowpitch softball league called the Manchester Softball League 
that currently play at Parrs Wood School and at the University of Manchester Playing Fields. In 
addition, Manchester Baseball Club has a home field at Wythenshawe Playing Fields. Baseball and 
softball are played by 188 teams and over 3,000 players in the Greater Manchester area (club, 
community, corporate and education teams). This represents 12% of the number of players in the 
UK. Developing a strategic and high quality facility in Manchester to boost participation has long been 
a priority for BSUK, our plans originating as early as 2010. 

As a vibrant part of the softball community, the Manchester Softball League hosts three tournaments 
each year that attract teams from all over the north of England and the UK. Manchester Baseball Club 
plays home-and-away fixtures with teams from across the north in the British Baseball League. 

 A new facility in Manchester would achieve a number of things, namely:  

1. Provide a high-class facility for the existing playing membership. 
2. Be a home for baseball and softball in the north of England, attracting teams from across the 

region and the rest of the country. 
3. Become a Talent Development Centre for athletes in the North West. 
4. Be a catalyst for additional participation growth within Manchester, as a hub site. It is 

expected that a new facility will help Manchester double the number of people playing 
baseball and softball in the city. 

BaseballSoftballUK 

The proposed baseball and softball fields will be constructed and operated by BaseballSoftballUK.  

BSUK is the national development agency for baseball and softball in the United Kingdom. BSUK has 
provided services to the British Softball Federation (BSF) and the baseball community for more than 
20 years, with the ambition of developing and increasing the levels of participation, skill and 
achievement of baseball and softball across the United Kingdom. Formed in 2000, BSUK employs 12 
full-time staff, working towards the goal of making the sports stronger, safer and more sustainable 
for future generations. Our vision is 'Two Sports, One Ambition'. 

Our mission is to get more people playing baseball and softball in more places through: 
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• Targeted participation growth 

• Talent development 

• Efficient grassroots support services 

• Organisational sustainability 

As part of its sport development functionality, BSUK directs and advises on sport infrastructure and 
facility development projects nationwide. In conjunction with clubs, county and local councils, and 
Sport England, the organisation has enabled the improvement or construction of multiple assets 
since its inception.  

In 2013, BSUK opened the UK's first and only dedicated national facility, Farnham Park Baseball & 
Softball Complex in Buckinghamshire, to serve the local and national playing community. Today, the 
complex offers four softball fields and two baseball fields, along with a dedicated clubhouse which 
opened in 2017, and welcomes more than 20,000 visitors each year. The site represents a key pillar 
of our organisational talent development and sustainability plans. 

BaseballSoftballUK is registered in England and Wales as a company limited by guarantee,  Company 
No. 6258953. 

3. Statement of Need 

Bringing a bespoke baseball and softball facility to Hough End playing fields presents an opportunity 
for the existing baseball and softball playing community in the city, elite players of the sports, the 
playing communities in the North West of England and those members of the local community, 
including school age children, who have yet to have the opportunity to play baseball and softball for 
many years to come. 

The development of a purpose-built baseball and softball facility in Manchester is a key tenet of 
BSUK’s four year rolling Strategic Plan, launched in August 2020. In particular, the areas of 
participation growth, community and talent development, providing high quality facilities, and 
supporting home-grown talent including GB athletes on the road to 2028 Olympics.  

Baseball and softball have grown significantly in the past decade in the UK. From a baseline of just 
over 10,000 players in 2009, the current number of people participating is now in excess of 26,000. 
Both sports appeal to wide aspects of our communities, offering a new opportunity for some whilst 
reconnecting parts with previous life experiences. We have seen growth in may sectors of our society, 
including schools, both Primary & Secondary, Further Education Colleges, Universities, community 
sports clubs and businesses. We expect the enhanced facility at Hough End to increase this further.  

Targeted participation programmes, facilitating growth and reaching new audiences with a focus on 
the lower socio economic, LGBTQ+ and Women and Girls groups is at the heart of the new strategy. 
This will attract many people who live and work in Manchester, increasing activity levels and 
supporting wider social outcomes. 

These facilities will be the first professionally built baseball and softball fields in the North and will 
be the only field of elite quality outside London in the UK. This opens up the potential to host high 
level international events in the city but also serving local schools, universities, local groups, and 
existing players. 

Manchester has had a baseball club since the 1950s and a softball league for over 25 years.  The 
Manchester Softball League has yet to have a place they can call home; they have always played in 
modified fields which reduce the quality of the experience.  A sport that is played in mixed-gendered 
teams of equal proportion and which attracts high level of LGBTQ+ participants, will add value and 
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enhance the current sporting offer in Manchester. The University of Manchester has two softball 
teams and one baseball club in the making.  Manchester Metropolitan University also participate in 
softball playing against other institutions such as University of Salford and University of York. Having 
recently been added to the BUCS Sports Competitions programme, the facility will enhance the ability 
of university students to experience high quality play on the new fields. 

The BSUK Development team know there is significant demand from existing customer groups with 
a need for proper baseball and softball fields in Manchester.  Working with the local leagues and 
teams, primary and secondary schools, universities and local organisations and employers on a daily 
basis have informed the need for a central, well connected, purpose build facility. Providing a high 
quality playing environment for events such as baseball and softball school games will only enhance 
the experience for the participants.  

Predicted Usage 

A purpose built baseball and softball facility at Hough End will be used by many current participants 
of the sports in Manchester and the North of England as well as national and international players.  
The facility will also attract the local community to engage in new physical activity either for life or 
as a one-off event.  

Typical daily use of the facility would run from the second week of March through September each 
year, although the peak season runs from mid-April to mid-September to accommodate game play 
and training in youth and adult baseball and softball. Weekends would host to up to eight large-scale 
tournaments annually and regularly scheduled fixtures across all formats age groups, and genders 
with 42 percent of participants being female. The site may host the National University Baseball and 
Softball Championships, bringing together university teams from across the UK. Weekday events 
would cover a significant range and including schools programmes, corporate slowpitch softball 
leagues, adult baseball and softball training, and disability focused sporting opportunities. The GB 
Baseball and Softball national teams and BSUK’s High Performance Academy and Academy may also 
use the site as a training and competition facility. 

The proposed developments will improve the playing experience, contributing to a sustained growth 
of baseball and softball around the venue and across the country. 

See table below for a breakdown of predicted usage of the new purposely build fields and adjacent 
grass areas. 

When Who Activity Participants 

Mid-April to 
September. 
Tuesday, 
Wednesday and 
Thursday 
evenings from 
6pm – 9pm.  

A home venue for the 
Manchester Softball 
League. 
Adults 14y.o. plus 

League Games 
Use of the two new 
fields. 
Use of 6 – 8 additional 
marked grass fields on 
Hough End Playing 
Fields. 

240 players and 
friends. 
16-18 teams per 
evening. 
Each team comprising 
12-15 players on 
average. 

Mid-April to 
September. 
Up to 8 weekends 
per year. 
Saturday and 
Sundays 9am –  
6pm. 

Softball community. 
Adults 14y.o. plus 

One or two-day 
weekend tournaments 
organised by the 
softball community.  
Use of the two new 
fields. 

150 – 600 players and 
friends. 
Tournaments vary 
from 10-40 teams.  
Each team comprising 
12-15 players on 
average. 
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Use of 8-10 additional 
marked grass fields on 
Hough End Playing 
Fields. 

Mid-April to 
September. 
Up to 22 weeks 
per year. 
Mid-week 
evenings from 
6pm – 9pm. 

Baseball club 
Adults and juniors 

Baseball training and 
mid-week games for 
adults and juniors. 
 

30 adult players. 
30 junior players. 
  

Mid-April to 
September. 
Up to 22 weeks 
per year. 
Weekends 9pm – 
6pm. 

Baseball club 
Adults and juniors 

Baseball junior games 
mostly on Saturdays.  
Baseball adult games 
mostly on Sundays. 
Welcoming away 
teams. 
  

30 adult players. 
30 junior players. 

Mid-April to July. 
September to 
October. 
Weekdays and 
some weekends. 

Students Universities Training and games. 
Use of the two new 
fields. 
  

Up to 60 players from 
Uni of Manchester, 
Manchester Met and 
Salford University 
University league. 

Mid-April to July. 
September to 
October. 
Up to 4 
Weekends per 
year. 

Students Universities Regional and National 
University 
Championship 
Use of the two new 
fields. 
  

Will vary. 
The current national 
university programme 
has 32 teams 
participating. 

Mid-April to July. 
September to 
October. 
Weekdays. 

Children & Young People 
Primary and secondary 
schools 

Baseball and softball 
sessions. 
Use of the two new 
fields. 
  

Will vary. 
The number of 
schools playing 
baseball and softball 
continue to increase 
in Greater 
Manchester, all 
boroughs in the 
county have now been 
represented at the 
Greater Manchester 
School Games. 

Summer 
Weekday 

Children & Young People 
Primary and secondary 
schools 

School Games 
competition. 
Use of the two new 
fields. 
  

All boroughs in the 
county have now been 
represented at the 
Greater Manchester 
School Games I the 
past 5 years. 

Summer Existing Players from the 
Baseball & Softball 
Community 

Baseball and Softball 
championships. 
Use of the two new 
fields. 

Up to 8 teams. 100 
players plus 
observers. 
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National and International 
events. 

It is expected that this 
facility could host 
regional and national 
competitions as well 
as be a potential site 
for European club and 
country 
championships in 
baseball and softball. 

Off season 
October to March 
(Weather 
permitting) 
Weekends 

Talent 
Hough End would become 
the home of the BSUK High 
Performance Academy & 
Academy for athletes in 
the Greater Manchester 
area. It could also serve as 
a training centre for GB 
National Teams.  

Baseball and softball 
training. 
Use of the two new 
fields. 

Will vary. 
  
  

April to 
September 

Employees - Local 
Businesses 
The Hough End Centre 
would be used to stage 
workplace softball events 
for businesses in the 
Greater Manchester area 

Softball Games Several events and 
tournaments 
throughout the year. 

April to 
September 

Community Groups 
The sire will host softball 
events for local community 
groups – initial ideas focus 
on Scouts and local 
community centres. 

Softball & Baseball 
Games 

Several introductory  
and training sessions 
followed by festivals 
and competitions. 

Proposed Opening Hours 

The baseball/softball fields will operate Monday to Sunday inclusive from 9.00am until 15 minutes 
before dusk, between March and October.  

4. Proposed Development  

Having followed planning policy recommendations and published technical guidance, the designs 
presented are considered the best design practices for external baseball and softball facility 
provision.  

Site Description  

The baseball and softball fields will be situated on flat ground north of the Red Lion Brook within the 
grounds of Hough End Playing Fields, see below. The site comprises of flat grassland used to play field 
sports, which is surrounded by a number of mature trees and a brook (small water course) to the 
south.  
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Site Photos 

Panoramic views of the area for the proposed new playing fields taken from behind home plate 
(where the batter stands) facing outwards to the field.  

Photo 1: view of the combination baseball/softball field (‘Photo 1’ on field map) 
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Photo 2: view of the softball field (‘Photo 2’ on field map) 

 

Extent of works/amount  

The proposed development has been prepared in accordance with published design guidance notes 
relating to baseball and softball field design. The proposed amount of development is:  

Aspect  Quantity  Area 

Adult Baseball Field  One Area 13,203 m² 

Adult Softball Field  One Area 6,869 m² 

Total   20,072 m² 

Proposal Description  

This application seeks planning permission to build two fields: 

1. A baseball field built to international dimensions, including a full dirt infield, backstop, dugouts 
perimeter chain-link fencing, foul poles, batting cage and a bullpen. The field will also have a softball 
diamond included within it to allow for alternative use. The distance to the outfield fence will be 330 
feet to left field, 400 feet to centerfield and 340 to right field. 

2. A softball field built with a full dirt infield, chain-link and roofed dugouts, perimeter chain-link 
fencing and foul poles. The field will also be used for youth baseball. The distance to the outfield 
fence from home plate will be 285 feet. 
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The proposed location of the fields will result in the transfer of two grass fields used for 
rugby/football and a cricket square. Provision for these fields and sports will be relocated and 
accommodated for within the wider planning application for Hough End Playing Fields. The new site 
configuration will allow the area north of the brook to become the dedicated space for baseball and 
softball, which will bring new players and visitors to the facility. Therefore, usage of the site for sports 
participants on the whole will increase as a result of this initiative.     

The location of the proposed fields has been carefully considered and positioned for the needs of the 
sports of baseball and softball, as well as the wider plan of the Hough End Playing Fields development. 
The location of the fields takes advantage of the following complementary considerations: 

• The infields are within short walking distance to the changing rooms, toilets, vehicular 
parking, café, management and maintenance facilities.  

• The position of the infields will allow connections to utilities should this be required in the 
future.  

• The tress behind the backstops allows for a natural protection from foul balls.  

• The position poses zero risk to balls going near Mauldeth Road West. 

• The plan allows for avoidance of unacceptable impact to residential neighbours. 

• The positioning facilitates good level of viewing from the members of the public.   
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5. Field Design  

One baseball diamond and one softball diamond will include:  

• A specific dirt infield surface, where the majority of the game is played. A requirement of any 
regulation baseball or softball field, this ensures true ball bounces for safety reasons, and 
allows players and coaches to encourage proper sliding to bases without injury. Dirt infields 
are also relatively easy to maintain. 

• Fencing, side fencing or fully enclosed fields, allowing for the fencing of the ‘perimeter of the 
field of play’, according to the Official Rules of Baseball and the Official Rules of Softball, 
published by the sports’ global governing body, the World Baseball Softball Confederation. 

• A safety backstop, which is a tall fence structure located behind the batter (reducing balls 
going out of play directly behind home plate and protecting spectators). 

• Dugouts where teams congregate when they are not on the field. Here, team members 
comprising players, substitutes, coaches and managers come together when not actively 
engaged on the field.  

• A warning track, which is a safety mechanism for the fielding team to avoid running into the 
fences. Typically, this is made of crushed aggregate used as a change of terrain to warn 
fielders the fence is approaching when attempting to catch a ball in the air. The track will 
cover the perimeter of the entire field of play, both infield and outfield, per the diagram on 
p5. 

Infield  

The infield is where the majority of the games of baseball and softball are played. It is the area of the 
field enclosed by the three bases and home plate.  

• A softball infield is comprised of either a dirt surface or dirt ‘cut outs’ at the bases. 

• A baseball infield comprised of a combination of grass and dirt surface.    

• The dirt surface on both the softball and baseball infields is comprised of a combination of 
sand, silt and clay combined at specific ratios, milled to ≤ 3mm.  

• The dirt is laid to a maximum depth of 6 inches. 

The dirt composition provides a hard, smooth surface of play. This encourages trueness of ball 
bounce and safer conditions when players slide or dive and more competitive running around the 
bases or fielding a ball. 

A dirt infield requires less maintenance and reduces the health and safety risk of holes from batters 
pivoting their feet and worn grass in high impact areas around the bases of the infield. As baseball 
and softball are small ball sports, an infield will provide a smoother surface and offers 'cleaner' 
bounce as fielding the ball cleanly on defence is important. 

Perimeter Fencing  

Both the baseball and softball fields will be fully enclosed with perimeter fencing. The fencing acts as 
a boundary for the game and assists in keeping the ball and the playing within the field of play. 
Further, it delineates the playing field for non-playing members of the public and reduces the risk 
of community members entering the field of play during a match or practice. It is a mandatory 
requirement for both sports as written within the Official Rules of Baseball and the Official Rules of 
Softball, published by the sports’ global governing body, the World Baseball Softball Confederation. 

• The softball fence will be uniform at 1.2m in height.  
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• The baseball fence will be 1.2m in height along the foul lines and 1.8m in height in the 
outfield, see below: 

 

The fence will be constructed of galvanized tubular steel with powder coated green finish and 
galvanised PVC coated green chain-link fence. This fence provides the best possible protection 
against corrosion and gives an attractive and inviting high quality finish, whilst offering a safe non-
toxic coating. The top rail provides protection,  reduce repairs and provides a strong framework to 
resist the wind and members of the public.  
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Safety Backstop 

A backstop is a safety feature that acts as a large ball stop positioned behind the batter, catcher and 
umpire.  

A pitched ball can travel upwards of 90 miles per hour, a batted ball even faster. Therefore, the 
backstop is designed to stop missed balls / foul balls from existing the area of play behind the batter, 
catcher and umpire, protecting the spectators and park users. It allows for a safe environment to 
watch the game and avoids unnecessary delays in the game, retrieving balls. It is a mandatory 
requirement for both sports as written within the Official Rules of Baseball and the Official Rules of 
Softball, published by the sports’ global governing body, the World Baseball Softball Confederation. 

• The baseball backstop is located 12.2m-18.3m (40-60ft) behind home plate and stands at 
9.0m high.  

• The softball backstop is located 7.6m-9.1m (25-30ft) behind home plate and stands at 6m 
high.  

Both backstops are constructed of galvanized tubular steel with powder coated green finish built in 
3.0m x 3.0m sections. The first 3m section will have galvanised PVC coated green chain-link fence. 
The remaining height (6m for the baseball backstop and 3m for the softball backstop) will comprise 
of woven Terylene ball stop netting, see images below: 
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Dugouts 

A dugout is the equivalent to a pitch-side team shelter which serves as a safe place for all team 
members to congregate and strategise, usually named as such due to its position dug into the ground. 
Dugout facilities are ancillary facilities serving the sports, similar to dugouts for football or a pavilion 
in cricket, and there will be two versions on site.  

A dugout is defined in the Official Baseball Rules as 'the seating facilities reserved for players, 
substitutes and other team members in uniform when they are not actively engaged on the playing 
field'. It also requires that 'they shall be roofed and shall be enclosed at the back and ends.' The 
Official Softball Rules define a dugout as 'an area in dead ball territory designed for players, coaches, 
bat boys or girls, and official representatives of the team only.' 

Dugouts will be either sunk into the ground for baseball or at field plane (ground level) for softball.  

The enclosed baseball field will have a dugout for each team on either side of the backstop.   

The dugout facilities on site will be: 

• Baseball: Dugouts sunken into the ground will be built from masonry blocks, wood and 
corrugated steel for the roof. The dugout will be sunken 1m into the ground and will be 2m 
above ground.  

• Softball: built at field plane and be constructed of galvanized tubular steel, with the chain-
link fence. They will be 2.4m tall from floor-to-ceiling. 

Every dugout will be roofed for protection to the elements and offer protection from the field for 
health and safety purposes. As a thrown or batted ball can travel faster than 90 miles per hour, each 
dugout will comprise of fencing from the playing field to the seating area. This will also provide safety 
to the players on the field, protecting them from leaving the field of play during practice or 
competition. 

Note, a dugout is a requirement for each team in baseball and softball for competitions in accordance 
with the Official Rules of Baseball and the Official Rules of Softball, published by the sports’ global 
governing body, the World Baseball Softball Confederation. 
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Warning Tracks  

A warning track is a safety mechanism for the fielding team to avoid running into the fences. Typically, 
this is made of a different surface and the change of terrain underfoot warns fielders the fence is 
approaching when attempting to catch a ball in the air. The track will cover the perimeter of the 
entire field of play, both infield and outfield, per the diagram on p10. 

The warning track will comprise: 

• A path 3-5m (10-15ft) in width made from crushed aggregate which serves as a safety 
mechanism for the fielding team, alerting them to the proximity of fixed fence lines. 

• Aggregate will be crushed brick milled to ≤ 5mm. 
 

 

Bullpen 

A bullpen is a dedicated, safe training area for baseball pitchers to practice throwing balls, together 
with catchers, before coming into a game. Here, they will be able to properly warm up their arms 
prior to entering games, which is particularly important for youth players. This is a basic and 
necessary safety precaution in view of the specific, physical demands of pitching that benefits the 
longevity of players’ physical condition.  No batting takes place within the bullpen. 

Due to the speed at which balls travel of up to 90mph, it is important that the bullpen is a self-
contained area separate to the main field of play. The bullpen needs to be located besides the 
baseball field so the pitchers can view the game and be easily substituted on.  

BSUK would like to install a bullpen with one (1) continuous pitching mound located between the 
baseball and softball fields, see diagram p10. 

Bullpen dimensions are:  

• Specific dirt surface mound elevated above home plate at 10 inches and sloped -1in / 1 foot.  
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• 4m wide x 21m long. 

• The bullpen will have perimeter fencing of 2m high made of galvanized tubular steel poles, 
with chain-link fencing galvanised to BS EN 1461:1999. 

• Surface is natural earth at either end for the catchers and pitchers, with grass in the middle, 
see indicative picture below: 

 

Batting Cage 

Batting cages serve as dedicated, enclosed and safe netted areas for baseball and softball batters to 
practice hitting balls, pitched by teammates, away from the field of play. They are similar to cricket 
nets.  

As well as for games, batting cages serve as a useful teaching and education area for players across 
all ranges of ability to improve their skill levels. 

Balls are pitched either by a teammate protected behind an ‘L Screen’ net and/or sometimes using 
an automated portable pitching machine.  

BSUK would like to install one (1) batting cage between the baseball and softball fields, see diagram 
p10. 

Batting cage dimensions are:  

• Net enclosure will be 4m wide x 4m high x 22m long, supported by sunk steel reinforced 
poles, indicative photo below. 
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Flood Risk and Drainage  

BSUK has planned for minimal change in the overall ground conditions on the site, allowing the 
natural lay of the land to remain. The grass outfield area will remain as it currently does. The grass 
infield areas and grass warning tracks will be removed of the sod and replaced with a sport specific 
dirt.  

The dirt is composed of a specific composition of sand, clay and silt. It is designed to be porous, 
allowing surface rainwater to percolate through the dirt into the ground below, at the same rate (or 
better) than the existing grass does. As a result, the surface of the infield will produce no change to 
performance of the surface rainwater within this area. 

The area is within Flood Zone 1 and testimonials tell us that this area of land drains very well. 
However, due to the proposed development being over 1Ha, a flood risk assessment can follow this 
submission if required. 
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Trees  

Trees currently line the perimeter of the entire area north of the Red Lion Brook.  These trees lining 
the perimeter will not be disturbed during construction of the fields.  

While all reasonable efforts will be made to avoid trees being removed, some of the trees in the two 
clusters shown below will need to be culled to allow the new fields to be constructed. The position 
of the baseball and softball fields was chosen because it provided the least amount of impact to the 
trees in this area.  

A tree survey is being completed as part of this application.  
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Landscaping 

Given the location of the proposed pitches, the existing ground levels will only require minor 
adjustment to accommodate the new baseball and softball fields and therefore minimal grading will 
be necessary.  

Any excavated material generated during construction e.g., the sod from the infields and warning 
tracks, is to be retained on site by the applicant for maintenance purposes.  

Appearance  

The intention is to develop the proposal with minimal visual impact when viewed from any adjacent 
properties looking into the site and thus satisfy local policies which seek to ensure that proposals are 
sympathetic to their surroundings and will not impact on the visual amenity of the area and 
neighbouring residents. 

Noise  

The infield is where the majority of the game of baseball and softball is played and where the vast 
majority of players, and player communication is concentrated.  

The residential properties on the north side of Mauldeth Road West will be some 180m away from 
the baseball and softball infield, and the residential properties on the east side of Princess Road will 
be some 120m away from the baseball infield. Given this distance and the existing use of the proposal 
site (used for rugby/football), an acoustic report has not been included with this application. 

6. Access Statement  

The expected usage of the facility would primarily be by BSUK with local community involvement 
positively encouraged.  

In addition to its function as a sporting ground for a number of different programmes, Hough End is 
a public space popular with the local community for exercise, dog walking and general recreation. 
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We have designed the baseball and softball fields to include access points on all sides of the fenced 
enclosures to allow access for oversized equipment, emergency and maintenance vehicles. These 
same access points are available to the community, enabling freedom of passage through the park, 
minimising the impact of permanent fencing. We will continue to encourage the local community to 
use the facilities and utilise or pass through the enclosed spaces as part of their use of the park. 

Vehicular Parking  

Visitors to the baseball and softball fields will be able to take advantage of the vast number of car 
parking spaces at Hough End Leisure Centre <180m from the baseball infield. This car park will be 
used by visitors to the football pitches. However, considering that the playing seasons for football 
are opposing to baseball and softball, there will be zero competition for spaces.   

Transport Links 

The site is accessed by car from Mauldeth Road West, off the Princess Road. Piccadilly Train Station 
is approximately 10 - 15 minutes by taxi. The closest bus stop to Hough End is the number 22 on 
Mauldeth Road West, with a stop right next to the fields. The nearest Metrolink stops are St 
Werburgh's Road and Withington. 


